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Corcova Roy & Damboviceanu
Located in the South-West of the country, in Mehedinti County, Corcova is considered a new vineyard for
the today consumers, although it continues the tradition of producing quality wine, a practice that begun
in this area hundreds of years ago.
Corcova Roy & Damboviceanu wines are special and have
that "gout du terroir", because all the necessary elements meet in the same place: a temperate-continental
climate with Mediterranean influence - warm and dry
summers, gentle winters, with increased rain fall; soils
with a diverse lithological structure and rich in minerals,
specific to the Motru Piedmont, that is part of the largest piedmont area in the country, the Getic Piedmont;
noble vine with the proper strains, supplied by Pepiniers
Hebinger and the careful and responsible work of the
Roy&Damboviceanu Corcova team.
Starting with 2005, 55 hectares of land have been replanted with vines from Pepiniers Hebinger in France
and strains dating back from the time of Bibescu's estate - Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Pinot Noir, Syrah,
Muscat Ottonel, Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc - as well
as Feteasca Neagra. Furthermore, the wine cellars
built by Prince Antoine Bibescu were completely refurbished throughout 2008-2009, observing the initial
architecture and equipped with wine production machines manufactured by the most prestigious specialized companies in France and Italy.
The Wine-growing Viticola Corcova Company, property of Roy & Damboviceanu was founded in 2005, a
moment when, out of the 470 hectares of vine that
the Corcova State Agricultural Enterprise (IAS) owned,
only 18 hectares were left and the wine cellars, which

had been built by Prince Anton Bibescu at the beginning of the 20th century, were ruined.
In the summer of 2005, the company bought 12 hectares of vine planted by the Corcova IAS and approximately 50 hectare of land planted with ruined vine,
in Jirov Village. Both locations had been planted with
vine ever since the time of the Bibescu family estate
and their predisposition to vine culture was confirmed.
Later on, the company applied for financing from the
SAPARD Fund in order to replace the aged vine and
re-plant it with higher quality strains. The project received financing and it was finalized in 2007. Thus,
during the years of 2006 and 2007, 40 hectares were
planted with Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Syrah, Pinot
Noir, Muscat Ottonel and Chardonnay strains. Except
for Syrah, the strains had been cultivated in Corcova
since the Bibescu family Estate, being included in the
D.O.C authorized strains for Mehedinti-Corcova area.
The wine cellars were fully renovated and modernized
throughout 2008-2009. With the support of the EFARD
(European Fund for Agriculture and Rural Development), the wine cellars were equipped with modern
machines and tools that facilitate processing, according to European standards.
After new planting process organized in 2008 and 2010,
the cultivated surface reached an area of 55 hectares,
out of which 40 are cultivated with red wine strains.
Contact: Adress: Corcova, 227125 Jud. Mehedinti
Phone/Fax: +40252.383.541
Email: office@corcova.ro
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Research and Development Station
for Plant Growing on Dabuleni Sand
Research and Development Station for Plant Growing
on Dabuleni Sand is one of the key units of Romanian agricultural research, nationally and internationally recognized by the outstanding results achieved
in transforming poor productive sandy soils in more
fertile soils, very important in increasing agricultural
production in the influence area of the resort.
Established in 1959, this unit has emerged as a continued
need for agricultural research on sandy soils, started in
1930 in Garla Mare locality, Mehedinti county by ICAR co-

ordinated by Gheorghe Ionescu Sisesti acad., then continued at Poiana Mare, Dolj county, during 1933 – 1935,
and after that, continued by the Agronomic Institute
“Tudor Vladimirescu” teachers in Craiova, after 1955.
In the SCDCPN Dabuleni is conducting a research on
most species of agricultural and horticultural plants,
and among them the vine.
Vine due to the relatively lower demands by environmental factors, has found its place in sandy soils
areas, where it became a tradition, with specific
technology elements. Over time, proved to be one of
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the best herbs for enhancing the sandy soil and one
of the most profitable pplants that can be grown on
these lands. This is happening and by the fact that
the wine has a strong root system, which penetrates
sea floor deep, exploring a large volume of soil, providing the plant with water and nutrients. Vine research aims the technology about growing vine on
sandy soils in order to increase the technical – economic competitiveness and turning grapes obtained
in Dabuleni sandy soils conditions.

Research objectives pursued for achieving this are:
-preventig and combating drought and increased service life of vine plantations by increasing planting
depth, fertility, irrigation, fertilization, foliar and soil
maintenance;
-establish an integrated system for preventing and
controlling pathogens and pests and prevent or reduce products and environmental pollution by using
biological products with low toxicity
-introduction of new vines crop varieties with black
grapes for red wine to improve wine quality

-introduction of table grapes vine varieties for extremely early and early production with top quality indices
In the research field of grapes harnessing the studies done through vinification showed the superiority
of wines obtained by technological blends compared
to those obtained from pure varieties.
Through the technological blends of grapes or grape
wines the defects of pure wines are removed and valuable components are kept.
Based on produced wines studies were established the
types of wine obtained from varieties grown on sandy
soils and from values of the key constituents.
Thus determined alcoholic strength varies widely at
the overall level, between 8,4 and 12% volume, with
an average of 10,6% volume of the studied varieties.
A good content , showed the white wines made from
Riesling Italian and Rkatiteli varieties and also the
Sangiovese and Cabernet Sauvignon red wines.
The wine’s acidity has low values (3,3-4,6 g / l H2 SO4),
a better acidity giving the Rkatiteli white wines and the
Sangiovese and Grand Noir from Calmette red wines.
The results of the research conducted at CCDCPN
Dabuleni have been resulted in a large number of sci-

entific papers, technology vine growing on sandy soils
and wine production technologies.
The grape variety specific to the area of sandy soils with
the highest expansion in this area is Rosioara. Good results were found to the Sangiovese varieties with grapes
for red wines, to the Rkatiteli with grapes for white wines
and Victoria and Black Coarna varieties with table grapes.
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“The Crown Estate”
Wine-Cellar of Segarcea
Among the 12 great landed properties of the royal family, the only vineyard was at Segarcea. King Carol 1st
received the Crown Estate of Segarcea from Brătianu,
in 1884. The plantation was created between 1903
and 1906, and the wine cellar was built between 1906
and 1908. A hundred years after its setting up, following massive replanting and important investments,
the Crown Estate of Segarcea re-opened its gates as a
private property. At present, it produces many varieties of wines, parted into these categories:
The Prestige Line: Dry Cabernet Sauvignon, dry Merlot, Sauvignon Blanc, White Feteasca, Italian Riesling;
The Elite Line: Dry Cabernet Sauvignon, dry Merlot,
Sauvignon Blanc, White Feteasca, Italian Riesling Muscat Rose.
(Segarcea town, Dolj county)
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“Banu Mărăcine”
Research Station

Banu Mărăcine wine centre is situated at the southern
extremity of the Getic Plateau, in the heart of Oltenia, where Banu Mărăcine Didactic Station functions,
appreciated both for its renowned red, white and
flavoured wines, and for the wonderful brandy “The
Realm Dew”. The red wines Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, and Black Feteasca represent a valuable treasure
of the wine cellar. The white dry and semi-dry wines
of Sauvignon, Royal Feteasca and Italian Riesling,
awarded medals at national and international contests, count among the best wines in Romania. “The
Realm Dew” brandy was awarded, for its qualities,
the gold medal of Geneva, in 1996. The white and red
wine collection has counted over 300,000 bottles, and
over 15 types of wines in the last 35 years.
(Craiova city, Dolj county)
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Viti-Pomicola Samburesti SA – Samburesti Estates
History
It goes without saying that only a miracle could
bring such a blessed place as Samburesti is into this
world. Protected against the threats of different
times by the Carpathians' impregnable walls and the
guardian River Olt, prostrate, laying before their
feet, Samburesti softly stretches over a marvellous
fertile land.
It is obvious that this land has been inhabited by goodmen since ancient times, its name itself tells us that
priceless orchards used to grow here.
Samburesti gloriously went down in history. Breviaries mentioned its name four hundred years ago
when it was found in the possession of Theodosie
Rudeanu, a great boyar, logothete, historian, diplomat and strategist, the right hand of Mihai Viteazul.
Breviaries also tell us that wine was produced here
even then, describing the subtleties of the cupbearer position in 1638.

Over the years, the land had notable owners: the
nephew of Dan Danilovici, the Lord High Treasurer
of Matei Basarab, then Constantin Brancoveanu's
son-in-law and, around 1800, it became the property of the Bratianus.
But an era was needed for Samburesti to become a legend. The "great accomplishments" era
post 1945, full of with shortcomings and scarcity,
turned each and every bottle of Samburesti wine
into a real reward.
The modern story of the Samburesti wine can
only have an aristocratic touch: Vintila Bratianu,
a highborn boyar and one of the most important
political men that Romania has ever had, proud of
its vineyards, invites August Joseph Ville, one of
the most famous French oenologists, to his lands
in Samburesti. To his great surprise, Ville warmly
recommends him to clear the land and replace the
existing vines with French noble varieties. Having
to make such an impossible decision, the great
statesman proves intuition once more: he starts
replanting the land. A few years later, his decision gets a gold medal at the Universal Exhibition
of Paris in 1926. That's how the Samburesti wine
becomes a global legend. In 2005, Jean Valvis, the
builder of Dorna and LaDorna brands, takes over
Samburesti vineyards and revives the old traditions
of those places.
Always seated next to the most powerful (it was
the high class protocol wine under the communist regime; it is said that it was Stalin's favourite
wine), the Samburesti wine has never lost its noble
origins, thanks to the people that cherished and
respected it. No doubt that Nea Petrica was one
of them: a real master of wine and such a good
man that one always felt like hugging him (he used
to warn everybody not to squeeze him too much
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"'cause wine could come out of my ears"). Grownup in the vineyard, right there, on the lands of
Vintila Bratianu, even after the collectivization,
Nea Petrica kept the Samburesti handicraft alive
though times as dark as the wine he handled: three
parts of Cabernet Sauvignon for strength, one of
Merlot for softening and another one of Malbec for
colour.

Domeniile Samburesti proudly continues the tradition of this noble handicraft.

Terroir
Grape is a special creature: eccentric as a queen
and spoiled as a princess. But how could it pass unobserved when the Gods' liquor is made of it? And
Samburesti is the ideal place to fulfil all desires.
It finds here the best ground to plunge into and
the warmest light to bask in. The River Olt below
cools it in the summer heat and the Carpathian
Mountains above protect it from malevolent winds.
The short distance between Samburesti and Dragasani misled specialists into thinking that conditions in the two vineyards were alike. If, from the
point of view of climatic conditions, data analyses
of the last years confirm it, things are completely
different as for the soil. Another factor contributing to the creation of the specific microclimate of
the Samburesti vineyard is represented by orography and the display of vine-cultivated areas. As a
result of the partnership between the Faculty of
Horticulture from the University of Craiova, Oenology Department, and Domeniile Samburesti,
a whole series of studies regarding the oenological potential of the area was performed (Maria
Enachescu, thesis, Study on the Oenological Potential of the Samburesti Vineyard, Faculty of Horticulture, Craiova, 1999).
The results obtained underlined the exceptional
qualities of Samburesti with respect to red wines,
especially the Cabernet Sauvignon variety. The
ampelographic research farm from Dealu Mare,
part of Domeniile Samburesti, studied more than
200 vine varieties, and confirmed the existence of
an extraordinary white wine potential.
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Vinarte Estates
ABOUT VINARTE
It is out of the enthusiasm of a group of French and
Italian investors, passionate about viticulture and
confident in the tremendous potential of Romanian
vineyards that VINARTE was born in 1998.
As it was natural, the choice of production centres has
been the result of thorough studies carried out by the
specialists of the company who managed to identify
in a short time, in three renowned wine growing areas, that lands capable of producing excellent wines.
Thus, three wine estates have been purchased, namely Zoresti - Dealu Mare, Bolovanu - Samburesti and
Starmina - Mehedinti (a total of nearly 400 hectares
of vineyards), which nowadays form the productive
structure of the company, each with its own "personality" shaped by different soil and climate conditions.

Bolovanu -Samburesti
In Samburesti, Olt County, Vinarte company currently
holds an estate with a total area of 60 hectares. The
vine-growing region where Castel Bolovanu vineyard
lies is one of the oldest and most beautiful in Romania.
In relation to recent archaeological discoveries, the
hypothesis of its existence 2000 years ago was formulated. The mineral composition is typical for alluvial
soils, with the capacity to produce special character
wines. The south-western exposure of the terraces,
leading down to the Olt River, acting like a thermal
regulator, allows the quiet ripening of the vegetation
cycles of the grapes. The ideal microclimate of these
realms provides an excellent balance between sugar
level, acidity and polyphenol.

Starmina - Mehedinti.
In Starmina, Turnu Severin, Vinarte company holds a
total of 190 hectares of vines. An extensive program
of work and operation of vines and modernization
of technology in the cellar was completed in 2009.
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Thanks to its position in the south-western region of
the country, in close proximity of the Danube, with a
climate advantaged by the Mediterranean influence,
this vineyard has always produced remarkable wines.
Statistical climatic data confirm that here we have an
ideal temperature throughout the year and a significant number of sunny hours (a study written in 1868
mentions that “the sun shines on the vineyards all day
long”), very important elements in reaching full maturity of grapes. These vineyards have the special designation to produce wines with great character, both
red and white.
Between 2001 and 2008, 41 hectares were planted with
the white varieties Tămâioasă Românească, Sauvignon
Blanc and reds such as Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Negru de Drăgăşani, Fetească Neagră and Novac.

Vine-Wine Segarcea
PRESENTATION
VIE VIN Segarcea SRL is a company with integral private Romanian capital subscribed and paid about
1.000.000 ron, founded in 1994, with viticulture and
winemaking as activity object.
With a great quality and constant presence in the
wine landscape of Oltenia, the VIE VIN Segarcea
SRL company has an area of 115 ha noble fruit
vineyards and 50 ha land in preparation for planting noble varieties in one of the most favorable
areas for vine culture in Romania, and a modern
unit wine.
The 115 ha of noble fruit vineyards and the 50 ha of
land in preparation for planting noble varieties are
divided into two winery farm, as follows:

- 25 ha of noble fruit vineyards and 50 ha of land in
preparation for planting noble varieties in Craiova
Viticultural Hills Center
The wine cellar is a modern production unit with a capacity of 15 000 hl wine per year, located in the Craiova
City, Pelendava Street, No. 25, Dolj. The company is an
authorized tax warehouse and has modern winemaking
machinery for wrapping, bottling and storage.
The brands under the VIE VIN Segarcea SRL sells the
produced wines are: Crama Noua and Vinul Baniei.
The product range addresses to Horeca segment, on
this segment we activate regionally.

- 90 ha of noble fruit vineyards in Segarcea Viticultural Center;
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Cetate Cultural Port - Cetate Wine-Cellar
(Cetate village, Dolj county)
A reminder of the cellars of the old mediaeval castles,
Dinescu’s wine vault is a small gem. The story of the
wine of Cetate Port, starts, according to Dinescu, the
poet, “with a hill cultivated with vine, above which
the sun strolls hand in hand with the Danube breeze,
and ends with the proof of a friend who, after drinking two glasses in the evening, woke up cleverer and
more handsome in the morning”.
The wine production is of 100,000 bottles from the
vineyard that belonged to boyars Bibescu, 50 ha at
Cetate, and 50 ha at Galicea Mare. The vineyards
produce eight types of wine, the favourite being the
Black Feteasca and the Romanian Muscat. But the
mark of the wonderful Sauvignon Blanc obtained in
Mircea Dinescu’s Oltenian vineyards in Galicea Mare
is Șató Falit.
The multiculturalism between Romania and Bulgaria
determined Mircea Dinescu to organise on his mansion in Cetate, the Festival of Film-tasting and Culinary Art. The guests are served traditional dishes of
the Cetate Mansion kitchen at the festival. Besides
wine and dishes, those invited have the opportunity of
watching films, exhibitions of sculpture and photography, and listening to concerts of old Balkan music.

Goose pastrami prepared
at Dinescu’s Mansion.
The goose breast and legs are boned. You add 25 g
(one large spoon) of rough salt to 1 kg of meat. The
spices are put in a bit of water, wine, apple vinegar,
fresh juice – apples or quinces. The pieces of meat are
smeared all over with the obtained paste. They are
laid superposed in a vessel, preferably made of wood,
in a dark, cool, dry place. They are daily turned over
so that the bottom ones reach the top and vice-versa,
in order to be uniformly covered by the paste. After a
week, the meat is taken out to air for 24 hours, even-
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tually in a draughty place. Then the meat is smoked
(preferably cold smoke, made of fruit trees wood).
Smoking is made gradually, for maximum one week.
The pastrami is kept in a dry, cool, draughty place.

Spitted carp prepared
at Dinescu’s Mansion.
Spitted carp can be prepared only in open air, like the
barbecue. On one side of the hole, a tilted stick is
poked, with a hook on its tip, which reaches the middle of the charcoal.
A 3-4 kg carp, cleaned of scales and bowels, is slit
along the belly. The carp is smeared in oil and is poked
with its head in the hook so that its tail is at some
30-40 cm above the embers. It is roasted slowly until
it gets nice and brown, for about 30-40 minutes, and
then it is served with garlic sauce, in tomato sauce
with butter lumps and lemon slices.

Vine-Wine Vânju Mare
The Danube separates and unites. It is a border but
also the most important, the longest and most used
European water way.
The Danube is the open gate of Romanian tourism.
The first wine that guests are welcomed with when
they come to Romania is Domeniile Vînju Mare. A rest
for tasting these wines became a “must” during a
Danube cruise.
When you discover the wines of a region you discover
the local gastronomy too, the local people and begin
to feel differently about the area because there is no
better ambassador than the wine.
The viticulture potential of Vînju Mare vineyard is
known for millennia.
Since the Neolithic vines are grown and wine was produced on the Danube banks. The Romans found vineyards here when they invaded Dacia and they helped
the viticulture development by bringing new varieties
and reorganizing the plantations. On the coins they issued you can find the wheat ears and bunches of grapes.
The story say that St. John Knights of Malta quickly
loved the local wines and in the XIX century these
wines already enjoyed of European recognition.
Negru Vîrtos from Vînju Mare was awarded the great
gold medal at the Universal Exhibition held in London
and the peasants holding few hectares of vineyards
could afford to pay the studies of their children in
Paris. It is obvious that the area potential and the tradition create a commitment for the present.
To produce a good wine that proudly represents its
origin area you need great passion, a lot of intelligence and perseverance.
The wine is made with passion, knowledge, continuous investment and twice the time you could have in one day.

Love for wine existed at Vînju Mare for ever.
Substantial investment are of a more recent date and
it took years until the enthusiasm and good intentions
could be harmonized in a coherent strategy materialized into the excellent brands found on the market
today.
Investments consist mainly in reconversion of hundreds of vine hectares, winery rehabilitation, young
competent and enthusiast specialists in order to obtain high quality wines competitive on the globalized
market of the XXI century.
Investments were also made in wine marketing and
promotion. Today wine lovers no longer tell about
wine legends or the memory of the wine they drunk
during the army but about the excellent brands Domeniile Vînju Mare, 5 Motive, Prince Vlad that clearly
made an impression on consumers.
More than the wines that become better and more
competitive each year —last year, gold medal for
sweet Tămâioasă Românească at Bucharest International Wine Contest, this year gold medal for Merlot
Rose at Mondial du Rose at Cannes - Vînju Mare Domains represents an investment of great social importance.
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Carl Reh Winery SRL – Oprisor Cellar
An uninterrupted and unchallengeable history reveals connections between art and wine, on all levels, from the superficial approach through senses
to the deepest, most subtle emotions.
One could endlessly discuss about wine and faith,
rituals, genius, creation, poetry, saints or demons,
about the way art and wine cross tracks in key moments of both personal and global history.
But the following reading is not about historical
excerpts, not about anthropological symbolism.
We simply wish to tell a story about a miracle – the
meeting between special people, an unseen piece
of Earth and an infinite desire to improve our work
from one day to the next.
We began to write this story the first time a few of
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our wines could not be sat in any existing category.
Wines that speak beyond flavor and taste, wines
that address mainly to the hearts and minds of
those who meet them, wines of such complexity
and so many nuances weaving altogether in an
unspeakable harmony that we just could not pass
along with other wines on dusty shelves.
There is a threshold – beyond it, everything that
mankind may manufacture is no longer an artifact,
but art, be it about complications of timepieces,
decorations in architecture, fine tapestry or wine.
That what was supposed to be a wristwatch, a home,
a chair of a glass of drink rises above its own status
and, without losing its intended function, becomes
a symbol, impossible to duplicate, brought to the
world a unique piece or limited edition.

The wine turned into art found a natural bind to
plastic arts. We linked our destiny with landmark
people in the world of arts, in order to launch an
unprecedented project, intimately connecting
wine to drawing, painting, sculpture and photography.
Contact: Comuna Oprisor, 227335
Jud. Mehedinti, Romania
Telefon: 0040 252 390 907
Email: oprisor@crama-oprisor.ro
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Lopushna Winery
“Lopushna Winery” is situated in the beautiful
and wonder nature of George Damyanovo village
located in the West part of Stara Planina. This
mountain has an ancient history full of vicissitudes. As an area with unique nature and specific
climate - warmer in winter and 5-7 degrees cooler
in the summer and snowy winter, well distributed spring-summer rains and warm autumn, it is a
prerequisite for the production of organic wines.
The area cultivated vine varieties “Zarchin,” “Pamid”, “Gamza” and “Tamianka” and table “Bolgar”. The region with its specific climate allows
normal development of vineyards, good fertility
and cultivating grapes of high quality. The high
natural value of the region significantly increases
its attractiveness and creates new opportunities
for its promotion and development of all kinds of
tourism. “Lopushna Winery “ JSC is the successor
of the wine cellar in the village Lopushna built in
1936 Thirty years later, with the efforts and work
of the miners from Chiprovtsi began construction
of a tunnel in the existing scale of the territory of
the cellar. The tunnel has a length of 47.5 meters
and a width of 4.5 meters and allows for storage
for aging and maturing of 100 tons of wine. Maintained year-round temperature is 12 ° C. It was
built mechanical ventilation and constant humidity
necessary for the proper storage of wine.

Contact: village Georgy Damyanovo,
district Montana, 17 str., № 1.
Tel.: +35995519826; Fax: +359882 90 26 14;
GSM: +359887 44 15 70
e-mail: lopoushna@abv.bg

“Lopushna Winery” JSC grown around 36 hectares
of vineyards with basic varieties: “Chardonnay”,
“Sauvignon Blanc”, “Pinot Noir” and “Cabernet
Sauvignon”. The cultivated vines grow normally
and quality of the grapes is excellent and allows
for the production of quality wines.
“Lopushna Winery” JSC offers a wide variety of
wines, some of which are “Karakachka”, “Merlot”, “Cabernet Sauvignon”, “Lopushanski Drujina
- Merlot”, “Lopushanski Drujina - Cabernet Sauvignon”, “Perfect Series - Merlot” “Chardonnay”,
“Sauvignon Blanc”.
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Vidinska Gamza Winery
“Vidinska Gamza” is a comparatively new name on
the Bulgarian wine market. It is created by owners of
more than 600 decares vineyards in the region of Novo
Selo village, Vidin, and it incarnates the best traditions of the Novo Selo’s wine-growers, who have made
the region famous for the high-quality wines. Couple
of years back in the time this Northwest Bulgaria’s
region has been famous for growing of wine varieties,
out of which is made wine, deserving the definition
“Elixir of the Gods”.
“Vidinska Gamza” has its own wine-cellar in Novo Selo
and it is specialized in limited series of red and white
wines production. There is an exceptional attention paid
to every detail of the production process-from the cultivation of the vineyards, through the vintage in the most
appropriate moment, to the bottling of the finished
wine and its presenting. In this way, skillfully combining
tradition and novelty, “Vidinska Gamza”’s wine-growers
create not just the consecutive wine bottle, but a real
achievement of wine-production, an incredible pleasure
for all senses.
“Vidinska Gamza” grows and cultivates over 600 decares
of it own vineyards. These vineyards are cultivated by
competent and honest agronomists, who keep a sharp
eye on the growth and the development process. This is
a guarantee for a high quality grape material’s crop so
that a qualitative wine will be produced.
The vineyards are situated on the southern Danube
bank’s hills, nearby Novo Selo. The climatic conditions and rich soil cover are conducive to the growth
of all these aromatic grape varieties, which are used
for the production of our wines. The mild continental climate, the hot summer and the great amount
of sunny days, as well as the airy hills on which we
cultivate our vineyards, are ideal even for the “whimsical” grape variety Gamza. The grapes from the different vineyards, even of one variety, are vinificated
independently, which gives an individual appearance
of each different batch.
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“Vidinska Gamza” offers its wines in two series under the
trade marks “METERIZ” and “NOVOSELSKO” for the connoisseurs of the fine wine. The trade marks are named
after the places where the vineyards are situated.
“Vidinska Gamza” produces high quality wines from
the traditional Bulgarian grape variety Novoselska
Gamza, as well as from the worldwide popular varieties Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, Muscat Otonel and
Chardonnay.”Vidinska Gamza” skillfully combines the
qualities of both the grape varieties-Gamza and Merlot,
and presents incredible coupage wine called Gamza x
Merlot.
“Vidinska Gamza” aims one purpose: by applying of
unique technological decisions, masterly combined with
the tradition, it creates wines with more and more unforgettable taste and aroma, with supreme qualities,
which are designed to satisfy even the highest requirements.
Address: 9 Baba Vida Str. 3700 Vidin, Bulgaria
тел.: +359 896 33 23 73
e-mail: vidinska_gamza@abv.bg
web: http://www.gamzabg.com

Calotoff Winery
Calotoff Winery is situated in the Northwestern most
part of Bulgaria, three kilometers from Danube River in
a quaint village with the emblematic name of Vinarovo.
Wine production in the region dates back to the 6th century BC when the local inhabitants were the Thracian
Tribali tribe. The ancient Thracians knew the art of wine
creation. For them it was a sacred ritual for they believed in the magical powers of this ancient drink.
The amazing combination of good climate and soil
make this a perfect winery region. It holds vast areas of vineyards of the following varieties: Muscat Ottonel, Merlot, Gamza, Cabernet, Rkatsiteli, various
bouquet combinations and others.
The local winery is based on traditions and experience
of the old wine makers.
Calotoff Winery takes the old traditions and combines
them with modern technology to bring the traditional soft,
elegant taste of local wine to the best possible quality.
Today Calotoff Winery specializes in the production of
fine red and white reserves. The cellar owns vineyards

of the following varieties: Muscat Ottonel, Shardonnay, Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon and Gamza,

Cabernet Sauvignon & Merlot
Enchanting dry red wine distinguished by its softness
and harmony.
It gives an intense and balanced taste combined with
a mix of Oak and berries. Matured in Barrique oak.
Limited selection.

Muscat
A dry white wine of the Muscat Ottonel variety from
the Danube Plain region. It has a characteristic soft,
fresh taste and an outstanding fine varietal aroma,
matured in oak. Limited selection.
Village Vinarovo, Vidin District
3773 Bulgaria
Phone + 359 888 406 230
e-mail: an_marinova@abv.bg
Web: www.calotoff.com
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Novoselska Gamza
History
The motto of the village - « Ми смо си ми» (We are the
way we are)
There is a legend for the godmother of Vidin - Vida,
who had two sisters - Tower and Gamza, but as opposed to their wise sister they marry for spenders
who wasted their father’s heritage. Now both towns
Kula and Gumzigrad in Serbia can be seen across the
border, one of the many things in common between
them is Gamza wine.
Novo Selo is located in the northwestern part of
Bulgaria: situated on the banks of the Danube, a
distance of 25 km from the administrative center of
Vidin and 12 km east of the mouth of Timok border.
Water river with plenty of fish, good fertile field
dotted with ancient forest and meadow, lush pastures endowed with beautiful natural area “Stone”
and “Bardo” have attracted the attention of pioneers who settled and founded a settlement with
your name Novo Selo. If this name came because of
reason that it was newer than the other older surrounding villages.

• commitment to the sustainable development of our
business;
Our philosophy is encapsulated in each of our fresh, delicious, exciting and expressive wines.

Our company
«Novoselska Gamza» JSC is specialized in the production
of quality red wines and regional table wines. It also
produces white wine, grape and fruit brandies . Predominantly in the recent past production was oriented to
both internal and external to the markets like the Czech
Republic, France, Germany, Poland, England, Sweden,
Canada, Angola and Latvia.
The production capacity of raw material for processing
in the annual volume is 2000 so grapes and as finished
goods volume is 1.5 million to 2 million bottles of wine.

Awards and prizes

Founded around 1711 under the name „Prosanats“
around a fortified Roman camp on the banks of the Danube. The main feature of novoselyanina is his diligence
and livelihoods - viticulture.

In all the years of existence Novoselska wines are very
well known in Bulgaria and abroad, they won many
awards and medals from Bulgarian and international
wine competitions in Sofia, Sunny Beach, the International Fair Plovdiv, the international exhibitions in Budapest, Bratislava, Ljubljana. Their gold and silver medals
are more than 60. Not less are received diplomas for
wine and brandy.

Philosophy

Тероар / Terroir

Corporate philosophy is to keep our cellar, development
and promotion of traditional regional variety Gamza.

At the northwest part of Bulgaria – Vidin, nature for
centuries endowed with gracious influence of river with
fertile alluvial soil, favorable climate of the Danube Valley, south of the leaning mountain heights.

Our main objectives are:
• creative blend of the traditional with the new technologies of production personally wine;
• producing quality wines at a good price;
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This part of the valley north of Vidin incidentally is called
the Golden Horn. This indicates a greater abundance of
goods that the earth gives the people here. One of these
benefits are vineyards that were grew from Thracians,

and after them from the Romans. Wine region occupies
the northwestern coast of the Danube and climate - soil
relation is one of the warmer regions of Bulgaria.

Vineyards
Vineyards in the south-eastern part of the Danube valley
is occupied by 65% red grape varieties and 35% white
wine varieties. The most widely represented by the red
varieties are: Gamza, Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot,
and the white-Sauvignon, Muscat Ottonel and Rkatsiteli.
Gamza is very specific variety that is associated with the
area of northwestern

Bulgaria and neighboring regions
abroad. Grapes are one of those with the large grains,
which are almost spherical shape. Their skin is fragile
and optimal ripening is dark blue to blue-black. Despite
their deep shade for thin skins, wine Gamza is a little
intense color.

Team
Our team is composed of highly qualified specialists in
the field of wine and extensive experience in the enterprise.
“Novoselska Gamza” JSC is managed by engineer Ivan
Petrov Todorov.
3700 Vidin, 42 Danube Str, Phone: 094 601 771,
Fax: 094 601 779 е-mail:novoselska_gamza@abv.bg
www.novoselskagamza.bg

Cellar
In 1940. donesenie under the personal supervision of the
court and service of alcoholic beverages Dimo Ovcharov
decided and granted credit BIC Bank for the construction
of a cellar in Novo Selo. That was completed in 1946.
With the adoption of the Law on restitution on the
ground of the decision of MZHP 11.12.1990g. creating
state company „Novoselska Gamza“ - Novo Selo. On
09.04.1992g. by Order of the Council of Ministers, it was
transformed into „Novoselska Gamza“ Ltd.
The winery has a production capacity including fermentation Corps - Department for processing grapes deposit
compartment compartment distillation unit for packaging, storage for raw materials and finished goods warehouse.
In the cellar at Novo Selo is processed mainly red wine
grape varieties have a line for bottling wines stabilized thermal capacity of 1500 bottles per hour. The
„Novoselska Gamza“ produce „Gamza from Novo
Selo,“ PNC, wine collection „Gamza from Novo Selo“,
„Grape Brandy from Novo Selo,“ wine „Cabernet“.
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“Albena Simenova 1” LTD
„Albena Simeonova 1” Ltd is commercial company, located in village Lyubenovo, municipality Nikopol.
The company handles about 3,000 acres agricultural land
in the area of the village Lyubenovo, Vabel, Evlogievo and
Lozitsa.
The main activity is the organically cultivation of vines
and producing organic wine.
The company has a certificate of National Vine - Wine
Chamber №4888G.
The varieties, which grown the company are Cabernet
Sauvignon, Merlot, Storgoziya Pamid and Rkatsiteli. The
grape is produced in the village Lyubenovo, municipality
Nikopol. It is Declared geographical region..
The production of grapes and wine in the area around
Nikopol dates back to ancient times, а and the experience
of local growers and winemakers is transmitted by the
Thracian and Roman times, during the First and Second
Bulgarian Empire and during Renaissance to the present
day, for which promote the good geographical and
climatic conditions.
Nikopol Plateau, where is the vineyard, is an area
of European ecological network Natura 2000. For the
production of grapes not use chemical fertilizers and
pesticides, only natural ingredients such as sulfur and blue
stone. This contributes to the conservation of wildlife and
helping to preserve the bio-diversity of the region.
The grape is certificated as organic by „Q certification”
SA Plovdiv town.
(Accreditation under the BNC EN 45011:1999 by Executive
Agency „BSA”, reg.№ 10ОSP, Permission by MAF № BGBIO-03 от 02.05.2011 г.)
The wine is produced in IVW- Pleven in accordance with
European production rules of organic wine and is also cer-
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tificated by „Q certification” SA Plovdiv town.
The names of wines – for red „Nikopol” – the town with
century history and for white and rose „Elia” – the
fountain -symbol of clean and eternal love, are connected
with Nikopol`s history, best suit the region and bring the
taste and tradition of the time.
The image on the label of wine „Nikopol” is East Gate of
Shishmanova fortress. Nikopol is the dead place of Ivan
Shishman and it is the last Bulgarian capital city before to
be conquered by the Ottoman Empire. The East Gate is a
historical monument, preserved until today.
The image on the label of wine „Elia” is fountain in Nikopol town, registered as culture monument. It represents
an ancient Roman sarcophagus with the Latin inscription –
Elia`s epitaph- the young deceased housewife of the Roman clerk Fronton. The inscription dates since 160- 181 y.
The company produce high quality wines from own organic grape and has the ambition to be affirm on the
market of wines at home and abroad.

Borovitza Winery
As an artisanal winery Borovitza winery is oriented
mainly toward crafting limited volumes of wines with
expressive character and carrying the specifics of the
terroir and North-Western Bulgaria is a region that offers good opportunities for growing distinctive grapes
and wines.

Les Amis

With Sensum the winery became pioneer of truly terroir
win es in Bulgaria. Its

DUX 2003 (Cabernet Sauvignon & Merlot), DUX 2006

phenomenal character is being identified with selected
vineyards in the hilly part of the Bulgarian North-West.
It is a Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot blend with impressive harmony between the fruit and the specific minerality of this terroir, which makes it a perfect match for a
great variety of dishes.
This is the place where DUX is being made, another fine
wine being bottled after five years of barrel aging and
already considered as a peculiar height in the terroir expression.

Pinot Noir Cuvee Enrique 2009, Pinot Noir Cuvee Rakita
2009, Pinot Noir Cuvee Cadeau 2009,

Sensum 2008

Wine Tourism
Borovitza Winery is open for wine tastings all days of the
week, including weekends.
Village Borovitza, Vidin District 3955 Bulgaria
Phone +359 887 806200
e-mail: maxxima555@yahoo.com
Web: wine.e79.eu
Contact: Adriana Srebrinova, Ognyan Tzvetanov

There are already 7 ha of marsanne, roussane, viogner, gammay and pinot noir planted, which are nestled bellow the famous Belogradchik rocks on red
sandy-rocky soil. The premier vintage was in 2010
and the resulting wines showed incredible complexity and character.
In addition limited series of original sparkling wines are
released.
Borovitza Collection - Premiere Cuvee Ognyan
Tzvetanov White Brut, Blanc de Noir 2009, Cuvee
Americano 2010, Fume Blanc 2009, Pinot Noir 2009,
Gamza 2009, Merlot 2009, Cabernet Sauvignon 2009,
Traminer Late Harvest.
Borovitza Great Terroirs - Cuvee Bella Rada 2010,
Chardonnay 2011, Gamza E&G 2009, Gamza Granny
2009, Gamza Black Pack 2009, Merlot Pepper garden
2009; Bouquet 2008.
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Chateau Burgozone

Elegant and some mysterious is the company logo
Burgozone Chateau - Castle silhouette and its reflection in the water. It stirs Romance and awakens
curiosity. The outline of magical white castle now
rise the steep slope on the south bank of the River
Danube to Oryahovo. And for the stranger, and for
the Bulgarian admirer of wine tourism is exotic and
enticingly to be guests in such aristocratic atmosphere and to sip excellent wine, made from grapes
of this region. The castle Burgozone, which from
distance like a white ship, anchored in the green
waves of young vines, has got an own cellar with
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fine wines and unique flavor blend.
The cellar Chateau Burgozone can satisfy whole
range of consumer interests, who may be and
thin connoisseur and connoisseur. The winery has
the most modern equipment, acting tasting room,
enoteca and a winegrower cottage, predisposing to
friendly atmosphere the fans of fine wine, who are
a part of organized group visits. The exquisite atmosphere predisposes also to conduct diverse type
of business events
and visiting senior foreign
delegations.

This had been still a project ten years ago. The
team selects a hundred hectares of the best terroir
to restore the glory of the best wine in the Danube
region. The vineyards find here unique climatic
and soil conditions. In the region there are remnants of an ancient Roman fortress, which gives the
brand name. The fortress Burgozone had had a key
role on the road from Constantinople to Western
Europe as a reliable barrier against the invasions of
barbarian tribes. Found jars and pottery indicate
that in these places has been produced wine since
ancient times and Chateau Burgozone chooses to
continue the long tradition of their predecessors.
The ambition of the winery is to attend the local
and international market with quality wine, meeting the highest international standards. From the
planted vineyards in the 2006-2007 year we made
the selection of grapes to produce high-end wines white, red, rosé and blended.
Some details from the growing of the vines to the final product are very indicative for the eco-culture of
manufacturers - the supporting construction of the
vineyard is peeled and impregnated in a solution of
blue stone acacia stakes. The fact that the vineyard is
located just opposite the picturesque island of Esperanto, part of protected area Natura 2000 requires a
commitment to ecology.The cellar offers three series
wine – Chateau Burgozone, Danube coast and Rondo
produced by variety Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc,
Viognier, Marcelle, Cabernet Franc, Merlot, Cabernet
Sauvignon, Pinot Noir and Syrah.Although still young,
the winery already debuted and is establishes the
markets in Belgium, Luxembourg, Canada, Germany,
Poland, Czech republic, Romania, etc. Every year the
wines earn medals and awards from prestigious international competitions, particularly.
Contact: Oryahovo 3300, P.O. 30, Phone: 0885 338
604, Е-mail: oryahovo@burgozone.bg, http://www.
burgozone.bg
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Magura
Magura Winery was founded 45 years ago in the village
of Rabisha. It is located in one of the most mystical and
beautiful places in Bulgaria — between the Danube River
and the red sand rocks of the town of Belogradchik and
the natural phenomenon of Magura cave. The winery has
the most modern equipment for wine producing in accordance with all European standards. A part of Magura
Cave — The Bat Gallery has been a place for ageing of
selected wines for tens of years.
With its soil and climate conditions the region around
The Rabisha mound is similar to the French region of
Champaign so the best Bulgarian natural sparkling wine
is produced here according to the classic technology.
The wine is preserved and slowly aged in the deep undergrounds of the cave. The constant temperature of
12°С and the appropriate humidity in the cave provide
excellent conditions for the natural production of sparkling wines. The traditional method with bottles and the
controlled three–year aging turn the grape juice into a
delicate sparkling wine with unique taste.
„Magura“ JSC grown around 20 hectares of vineyards
with basic varieties: “Vratza Muscat”, „Pinot Gris“, „
Chardonnay“, „ Riesling „, and typical for region red sort
“Gamza”. The cultivated vines grow normally and quality of the grapes is excellent and allows for the production of quality wines.

Wine Tourism
The Magura staff offers you wine tastings at different
times and days of the week including the weekend. The
package includes a walk around the winery and tasting
of selected wines in the Bat Gallery of the cave, as well
as a chance to buy the products of the winery. The combination of the unique atmosphere of this place haunted
by the spirit of far–off days and the myths and legends
about ancient times supplemented by the pleasure to
sip some of the best Bulgarian wines — all of this turns
into an unforgettable experience… For this reason everyone who has come once comes back again.
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Besides its natural sparkling wine „Magura“ - Wine Class
„Super Premium“, the winery is also famous for its selection of wines:
Wine Class „Premium“- „Rendezvous Cuvée du
Nord 2009”, „Rendezvous Chardonnay 2009“
Wine „Grasses“ - „Gamza 2011“, „Gamza x Syrah
Rosé 2011“ , „Vratsa Muscat 2011“ , „ Chardonnay x
Sauvignon Blanc 2011“ , „ Cabernet Sauvignon x Cabernet Franc“
Series „Belogradchik Rocks“ - Red dry blended wine,
this is an amazing wine that combines natural beauty
with local traditions and regional character of Merlot,
Cabernet and Gamza, White dry blended wine, this is
an amazing wine that combines natural beauty with local traditions and regional character of Chardonnay and
Muscat Vratsa.
Wine Class „RESERVE“- „Merlot Reserve 2009 , „2009 Cabernet Sauvignon Reserve, „ Shiraz x Cabernet Franc“ ,
„Chardonnay Reserve 2010“
Wine Class „Classic“ - „2010 Merlot“, „Cabernet Sauvignon 2010“, „2011 Gamza“, „2011 Chardonnay“
MAGURA J.S.Co. Winery&Cave
Office, 5 Alexandar Pushkin Blvd.,
Business centre Pavlovo
1618 Sofia, Bulgaria
Phone: (+359 2) 857 00 15
E–mail: office@magurawinery.bg
Internet: www.magurawinery.bg
Contact: Elitsa Nikolcheva, CEO of „Magura“ J.S.Co
Village Rabisha 3938, Vidin District
Phone (+359 93) 296 230, Fax (+359 93) 296 399
magura.winery @ gmail.com
Contact: Venelina Latinova,
Manager of the Winery “Magura”
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The Wine Museum
(The National Park “Kailaka” in Pleven shelters the Wine
Museum, the only museum of this type in Bulgaria. The
museum is located in a cave-like formation, made up of
five galleries of 650 sq m, representing the outcome of
the co-operation between French and Bulgarian teams
of museologists, architects, and oenologists.
The museum comprises the wine history section, two
halls for wine tasting, and an exhibition of wine varieties
produced all over Bulgaria. Tourists of the museum are
presented the history of wine, production technologies,
tasting techniques, etc.
The museum also offers a rich selection of old wines,
from 30 to 90 years old, being at the same time the
place where one can buy wines out of the 6,000 varieties
from all the Bulgarian regions.
Pleven city, Pleven district)
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Institute of vine and wine - Pleven
Institute of vine and wine (IVW) Pleven was created in
1902 in relation to the mass death of vines in Bulgaria
and the need for revival of viticulture and wine country. IVW– Pleven does scientific - research, scientific –
applied and production activities in the following areas
1. Introduction and selection of grapes to create new
varieties of vines and branches with increased resistance to stressors and high productive potential.
2. Technology for production of vine propagating and
planting material - pre-basic, basic, certified and
standard seed vine.
3. Technologies for creating and growing vines - pruning
systems and formations, keeping clear of weeds soil
surface, preservation and maintenance of soil fertility, plant protection, including the study of residues
of pesticides, mechanization of production processes,
economics and organization vine.

In scientific - applied field IVW develops projects to
create vines made: forecasting and scientific planning
yields: leaf diagnostics to determine the need of the
vine by fertilizing, chemical analyzes to determine the
basic macro-and micronutrients in the soil, determining
pesticide residues in grapes and its derivatives, chemical analyzes of plant samples, grape musts, wines and
spirits.
IVW- Pleven is е producer and trader of Rootstock
cuttings for cuttings, of pre-basic, basic, certified and
standard vine seedlings; of table and wine grapes; of red
and white table wines and of grape rakia.
Adresa: Str. Kala Tepe nr. 1, Pleven, Bulgaria

4. Technology for production of wines and wine materials - examining the qualities of wines selected and
introduced by the institute varieties for production of
white and red wines.
IVW - Pleven maintain a patent on 13 vine varieties:
dessert - “Dream”, “London”, “Super early Bolgar”,
“Misket Pleven”, “Brestovitsa” and “Kondarev”; wine
- “Misket Kailashki,” “Glory,” “Storgozia”, “Ruby”
and “Bouquet “;dual direction -” Friendship “and”
Delight “. IVW certified to 10 new branches and vine
variety: 3 dessert (Pleven favorite, Garant, Milan),
first two of which have increased disease resistance
and low winter temperatures; 3 wine (Misket Kailashki, Trapesitsa and Pleven and Плевенска dew) with
increased disease resistance and low winter temperatures; 4 branches (Dimyat 4-24, Pamid 5-76, Merlot
10-27, Cabernet Sauvignon 1-11).
In IVW maintain gene - Bank of the vine with 1865 variety, which is the largest of the Balkan Peninsula.
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